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ABSTRACT
The advent of small-scale multicopter aircraft, including quad- and octocopter
configurations, has opened the door to potential cost-effective vertical flight technology. These
aircraft are intended to be used in applications such as public transportation, recreational products,
commercial vehicles, military technologies, and even extraterrestrial planetary exploration. As the
demand for these aircraft continues to rise, analysis capabilities for their design and performance
prediction become increasingly useful. Complex problems such as rotor-rotor interactions call for
high-fidelity prediction tools, but conventional approaches using these tools have immense
computational demand that commonly leads to running a simulation on the order of days to weeks.
In this work, two separate computational fluid dynamics approaches, one blade-resolved
and one blade-modeled, are studied using the STAR-CCM+ and RotCFD programs to analyze a
coaxial rotor configuration. The blade-resolved approach, which will be referred to as the mixingplane model, involves the development of a novel modeling method for rotorcraft CFD. The
mixing-plane model allows for (1) a smaller cell count due to the ability to utilize periodic
boundaries which nearly halve the cell count in the context of a RANS CFD model, (2) enabling
the usage of steady algorithms for the rotor solution, (3) and not demanding a highly-resolved rotor
wake. The results are compared to that of a baseline time-accurate model, i.e. the current state-ofthe-art. The methodology, benchmarking process, and preliminary results indicate that the new
modeling approach has potential for future analyses to support engineering design. They reduce
the computational cost by more than two orders-of-magnitude over the conventional solution
method while still providing a CFD resolved solution that is within 2% of rotor thrust, power, and
figure of merit in hover.
The physics behind the implementation of the mixing-plane method breaks down in edge-
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wise flight where the model does not compare as well. Since a highly efficient approach for a
coaxial rotor in edge-wise flight was desired, a blade-modeled approach was also explored. The
blade-element method was used for this second modeling approach. It represents the rotors with a
rotating line of momentum sources that imparts momentum into the flow-field based on the local
CFD resolved inflow and the appropriate airfoil performance table. This method is even faster than
the first approach discussed, since it is blade-modeled, and still yields rotor performance
calculations that agree with time-accurate, i.e. state-of-the-art, simulations.
A model incorporating this blade-element method was developed and then used to analyze
a coaxial rotor configuration. The coaxial rotor is analyzed in hover, edge-wise flight, and axial
climb. The blade-element model was found to provide mid-fidelity results in a fraction of the time
as the conventional baseline approach. The model also opens the door for the average user, with
only a graphics-card equipped computer, to rotorcraft simulations with CFD resolved inflows and
wakes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Small-scale multicopter aircraft are continually becoming more popular in many aspects
of society, and their usefulness stretches far beyond a commercial product. The increasing demand
for these aircraft comes along with an increasing need to understand how they operate so as to
improve their efficiency and performance. A large set of conceptual, computational, and windtunnel based studies are being conducted to increase the knowledge of these aircraft. For example,
Refs. 1-4 provide some studies from the NASA Ames Research Center. Prior work has also applied
state-of-the-art computational analysis techniques based on computational fluid dynamics (CFD)
to advanced vertical-flight aircraft design and analysis tools (Refs. 5-16).
In fact, the application of CFD to rotary-wing vehicles, which conventionally lag
considerably behind their fixed-wing counterparts, is quite long. Strawn et al., Ref. 9, date the
earliest rotary-wing computations as having taken place in the 1970’s. The earliest computational
models were of course limited by the lack of computational power available at the time. This left
a lot of room for improvement considering the complexities of rotorcraft aerodynamics. Figure 1
shows one of the earliest documented accounts of the complex rotary-wing flow from Gray, Ref.
10. Over the following decades, however, advances were made and new tools implemented in line
with the advances made in computing technology. The steady increase in computational power,
through both improved computing hardware and better software approaches, has allowed the
implementation of evermore realistic simulation approaches. The present-day capabilities tie
together calculations for aerodynamic, structural, and even acoustic considerations, oftentimes
providing feedback on how to optimize the vehicle’s design to meet certain constraints. Figure 2
shows a simulation of the complex flow-field around a V-22 Osprey through the use of more recent
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computational tools, Ref. 11. Another large area of improvement for these analysis tools has been
in the accurate modeling of vehicle geometry. Figure 3 shows the detail captured in a simulation
of the Apache helicopter by Aftosmis et al. Ref. 12.

Figure 1. Complicated Flow Structure of a Rotating Wing, Gray Ref. 10
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Figure 2. Flow-Field around the V-22 Osprey, Potsdam and Strawn Ref. 11

Figure 3. Computational Grid of the Apache Helicopter by Aftosmis et al. Ref. 12
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Such analyses, however, have a large computational cost that is not ideal for rapid design
iteration and not feasible for the average user. A high-fidelity, yet computationally less demanding,
analysis tool is desired to aid in the design process of these vehicles.
In this effort, two different CFD approaches for coaxial rotor analysis are presented. The
first, novel approach, is referred to as the mixing-plane approach, which is a blade-resolved method
suitable for hover. This means that the boundary layer is being resolved, or calculated, over the
true geometry of the rotor blades. The concept of a mixing-plane is common to turbomachinery
applications, and in general is not novel. However, it does not appear to have been applied to
helicopter rotors, particularly the context of coaxial rotors in hover. Some advantages of mixingplanes include: (1) smaller cell counts due to the ability to utilize periodic boundaries which nearly
halve the cell count in the context of a RANS CFD model, (2) enabling the usage of steady
algorithms for the rotor solution, (3) and not demanding a highly-resolved wake. In general, the
approach is found to be substantially more efficient with respect to conventional methods, while
retaining much of the accuracy, indicating potential computational savings for demanding hover
calculations. A nearly identical “baseline” blade-resolved model was created following the
conventional, or state-of-the-art, rotorcraft CFD methodology. This will be referred to as the timeaccurate model, and it was created so as to observe the deviation in rotor performance calculations
and computational time of the mixing-plane approach from the conventionally accepted
methodology. In general, these blade-resolved models use the same computational meshes,
boundary conditions, and numerical methods. The approaches differ only with the implementation
of the mixing-plane interface that then allows for the use of the rotating reference frames, a steady
solution approach, and periodic boundaries, thus substantially reducing the overall cell count and
computational time. Although the mixing-plane model is found to agree very well with the
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conventional time-accurate model in hover and has a run time that is more than two orders of
magnitude less, the current physics modeling breaks down when applied to edge-wise rotor flight
conditions such as forward flight. Since a highly efficient coaxial rotor model was also desired for
use in forward flight, a second modeling approach was needed.
The second approach presented in this work is blade-modeled, meaning that the influence
of the blades is represented by means other than a true resolving of the boundary layer on them
(i.e. blade-resolved). This approach adds the capability to analyze multicopter configurations in
forward flight, and can also be used in hover, axial climb, and axial descent. The specific modeling
approach incorporates a blade-element model to represent the rotors. This modeled description of
the rotor then operates within a CFD resolved domain, maintaining a level of fidelity through the
proper capturing of the rotor inflow and wake. The blade-modeled approach is developed in
parallel between two different CFD programs, STAR-CCM+ (Ref. 17) and RotCFD (Ref. 18), so
as to compare the results from two independent solution methods. Comparison to a high-fidelity
blade-resolved simulation shows that this blade-element model has sufficient accuracy with an
even further reduction in computational requirement as compared to the mixing-plane model. This
blade-modeled approach also allows for coaxial rotor analysis in various flight conditions such as
forward flight, hover, axial climb, and axial descent.
The following sections will give a more in-depth explanation of these modeling
approaches, the objectives of this research, a brief summary of CFD development up to the current
state-of-the-art multicopter analyses, and a summary of the CFD programs and computational
resources used in this work. Chapters 2 and 3 then step through the development of the bladeresolved and blade-modeled approaches, respectively. In Chapter 4, results for the blade-resolved
approach, and then the blade-modeled approach, are presented along with further analyses of a
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coaxial rotor system. Lastly, conclusions and future work are discussed in Chapter 5.

Rotorcraft Analysis Methods
Various methods have been developed to analyze the aerodynamic performance of
rotorcraft, while balancing the fidelity of the solution with computational cost. On one end of the
spectrum are those methods that model the blades, which have simplifying assumptions enabling
fast simulations. Examples of blade-modeled approaches are blade-element momentum theory,
free-vortex wake, and actuator-disk methods. These approaches are good for a preliminary design
in many cases; however, if the airfoil characteristics are unknown, or in complex interactions, they
may not be well suited to the analysis needed for a final design. On the other end of the spectrum
are blade-resolved approaches, which include blade-resolving CFD methods such as Reynoldsaveraged Navier-Stokes (RANS), detached-eddy simulation, and large-eddy simulation. These
approaches are referred to as blade-resolved because they aim to directly solve a modeled form of
the Navier-Stokes equations around a resolved rotor blade. These high-fidelity models directly
account for the blade shape and accurately compute the rotor’s influence at a much higher
computational cost, which in some cases can have a solution time of several months.
Recently, these high-fidelity CFD approaches have been used for the analysis of unmanned
aerial systems (UAS), and of particular interest here is their application to multicopter UAS. The
NASA code OVERFLOW, for example, has recently been used heavily by the NASA Advanced
Supercomputing Division (NAS) to analyze commercially available UAS such as the DJI Phantom
3. Figures 4-5 show an image of the aircraft’s computational grid in OVERFLOW, and a flow
solution of Q-criterion highlighting the highly intricate wake structure around and beneath a
multicopter vehicle, Ref. 8.
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Figure 4. Computational Grid of DJI Phantom 3, Yoon et al., Ref 8

Figure 5. Flow Solution of DJI Phantom 3 Showing Complex Wake Structure,
Yoon et al. Ref. 8
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These simulations are rapidly growing in complexity to match the already developed CFD
capabilities. The simulation of the DJI Phantom 3 by Yoon et al., Ref 8, incorporates 74 overset
grids with about 225 million cells to account for the motion of all four rotors and the fuselage
interaction. The simulation solves the compressible Navier-Stokes equations using a delayed
detached eddy simulation approach with an SA turbulence closure for the RANS equations. This
simulation setup requires a run time on the order of 2-3 days on 1024 computational cores of the
NAS supercomputer, Pleiades. It should be evident, that this simulation is not feasible for the
average user. This highlights the main issues with the current state-of-the-art approaches to
multicopter UAS analysis with CFD, which are computational time and resources. This thesis will
work to address these issues. Figure 6 shows a comparison of the computational requirement
versus model fidelity for the various methods.

Figure 6. Comparison of Computational Time vs. Model Fidelity for Various
Computational Approaches Applied to Coaxial Rotors

9

CFD Software and Computational Resources
The commercial CFD toolsets, STAR-CCM+ and RotCFD, are used in this work. Both
software packages contain provisions for the entire workflow, starting from creating the baseline
geometry all the way through visualizing the results. In the context of this research, STAR-CCM+
was used to create both a blade-resolved analysis that properly resolves the boundary layer on the
three-dimensional rotor geometry, and a blade-modeled approach that represents the rotor with a
line of momentum sources, which impart momentum into the flow based on the local CFD resolved
inflow and the specified airfoil performance look-up tables. The RotCFD toolset incorporates a
similar blade-modeled approach to that described for STAR-CCM+. The technical details of the
simulations and their modeling methods are presented in their respective sections.
The computational resources used in this research were the Penn State Aerospace
Engineering Department’s computing clusters. The computing clusters used range in size from
432 to 1,536 physical cores. The number of physical cores for any particular job was chosen to get
close to 100,000 cells per core, which was found to provide the most time-efficient balance
between computation time per core and communication time between them. The required
computational time for each model is defined as the number of cores used multiplied by the wall
time. Computing clusters provided a large benefit for STAR-CCM+ calculations through MPIbased parallelization. However, RotCFD can only be run using open-MP or open-CL (GPUaccelerated). Hence, using RotCFD on a workstation (quad-core processor, 32 GB of RAM, and a
Nvidia GeForce GTX 1060 graphics card with 6 GB of VRAM) performed substantially better
with the graphics card than on the clusters. The large number of nodes available on the clusters
used, however, eventually overtakes the capability of running one GPU-accelerated case at a time
with the open-CL framework. The addition of GPU nodes to a cluster could greatly enhance the
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computational capability. Rajagopalan et al. (Ref. 19) documented the computational benefits
observed by exploiting this technology for CFD applications in the RotCFD toolset.

Thesis Objectives
The present research effort involves expanding the tools for analysis of multicopter aircraft
through studying two separate CFD approaches. The first approach presents a novel and efficient
methodology that retains a high-fidelity, three-dimensional, blade-resolved CFD evaluation of a
hovering rotorcraft. The research to date has not yet addressed the issues that arise in applying this
approach to forward flight. Therefore, a second computational approach, using a blade-element
method, was explored to efficiently simulate this flight regime for multicopter vehicles. The model
is found to yield even further savings in computational time and effort, allowing for coaxial rotor
solutions in two hours on a workstation with a GPU, while still maintaining the accuracy associated
with properly modeling the rotor inflows and wakes. This second modeling approach is applied to
the same coaxial rotor system that was used in the development of the computational models. The
rotor system is analyzed in hover, axial climb, forward flight, and motor-out conditions. These
objectives are summarized below.

The objectives of this thesis are to:
1. Develop an efficient blade-resolved approach for multicopter analysis in hover.
2. Create a blade-modeled approach for analysis of multicopter rotors in various flight conditions.
3. Use the blade-modeled approach to analyze a coaxial rotor configuration.
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Chapter 2
Blade-Resolved Approach: STAR-CCM+ Mixing-Plane Model
The first portion of this research incorporates a blade-resolved RANS CFD approach using
a technology referred to as a mixing-plane. The approach retains many of the benefits of bladeresolved methods but implements assumptions that allow for a large reduction in computational
time. The model approach is still able to capture all the relevant aspects of the rotor system, i.e.,
the loss of lift from the blade tip vortex, hub effects, rotor inflow, and refined wake regions to
resolve the rotor-rotor interaction and rotor wake.
This chapter describes the progression of this CFD tool from the initial two-dimensional
model to the final blade-resolved mixing-plane rotor model. Each model discussed adds additional
features and complexity to the simulation. The CFD model is first evaluated and benchmarked
using aerodynamic predictions for an airfoil, a semi-span wing, and a rotor blade. The airfoil model
used by both blade-resolved simulations is presented in the next section. In this step, a twodimensional model was created for the NACA 23012 airfoil. Following grid studies of the airfoil
model, the non-rotating model was developed. This created the three-dimensional grid that is then
applied to the coaxial rotor. At this point, the model is extended to hover conditions with the
mixing-plane approach for single and coaxial rotor systems. Additionally, the same condition is
also evaluated using the conventional time-accurate model, meaning that it has grid motion and
temporal resolution in line with the current state-of-the-art. Figure 7 shows a road-map of the
blade-resolved model progression.
Comparing results between the mixing-plane approach and the time-accurate model, in
Chapter 4, characterizes the mixing-plane method with respect to accuracy and computational
time. The results indicate that the present approach has significant computational savings at a small
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cost to accuracy, which is better suited for design purposes in hover conditions.

Figure 7. Blade-Resolved Approach: Progression of Mixing-Plane and
Time-Accurate Model Development

Airfoil Model
The first step in creating this analysis tool was to develop the grid around a twodimensional airfoil. This portion of the research used the NACA 23012 airfoil. The model
incorporates a C-type grid around the airfoil that is overset with the background domain. The
overset boundary allows the angle-of-attack (AOA) to be changed without having to regenerate
the grid. The domain boundaries are at twenty-five chord lengths. Figures 8-9 show the near-body
grid around the airfoil and the overset boundary, respectively.
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Figure 8. Airfoil Model C-Type Grid (NACA 23012)

Figure 9. Airfoil Model Overset Grid (NACA 23012)
A grid resolution study (GRS) was conducted to verify the airfoil model. The goal of the
optimization was to reduce the overall cell count, while maintaining an acceptable fidelity. This is
done to keep the final cell count in the three-dimensional models at a manageable number, which
was below 35 million in the present research. The model incorporates a quadrilateral unstructured
mesh for the background with a volume constraint around where the overset body is located. This
forces a 1:1 cell aspect ratio at the overset boundary. The C-type grid was generated using the
STAR-CCM+ directed mesh tool, which allows for precise control of a structured near-body mesh.
The final C-type mesh extends five chord lengths downstream of the airfoil and incorporates 131
wrap-around points along the airfoil contour, a trailing edge (TE) chordwise spacing matching the
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TE thickness of 0.23% of the chord length, a leading edge chordwise spacing of 0.20% of the
chord length, and a 15% maximum growth rate on connected cells. A first cell size was selected
to give a y+ equal to 45 based on a chord Reynolds number of 3x106. The STAR-CCM+ All-y+
wall treatment, a hybrid model rooted in wall functions that adjusts based on the local y+, is used
in the model. A RANS solver with Spalart-Allmaras (SA), Ref. 20, turbulence closure was used
for the simulation. In addition, a SIMPLE-based segregated solution method is used for the
numerical model (Ref. 21). Figure 10 shows pressure contours for the airfoil model at zero AOA.

Figure 10. Airfoil Model Pressure Contours (NACA 23012, Re=3x106, Ma = 0.2, AOA = 0)
A comparison was carried out with results obtained from XFOIL, Ref. 22. XFOIL is a
panel method solver that is coupled to a two-equation, integral-boundary-layer solver to account
for viscous effects. A densely populated XY coordinate table of the NACA 23012 airfoil was
generated using the XFOIL paneling feature. The airfoil was then analyzed at the same Reynolds
number of 3x106 and Mach number of 0.2 with forced transition at the leading edge to simulate
the fully-turbulent flow in the CFD model. Figure 11 shows the XFOIL graphical user interface
with the airfoil, its pressure distribution, and the airfoil’s performance coefficients for an angleof-attack of 5 degrees.
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Figure 11. MIT-XFOIL Airfoil Analysis Code (Ref. 22)
Figure 12 shows a comparison of the surface pressure coefficient around the airfoil at zero
AOA for both XFOIL and STAR-CCM+. The pressure coefficient matches along the entire chord
length, and only a slight deviation is observed at the TE. Values of lift coefficient, drag coefficient,
and lift-to-drag versus angle of attack were gathered from both XFOIL and the STAR-CCM+
model. Comparing results obtained in Figure 13 shows good agreement between the two methods.
The lift and drag predictions deviated by a maximum of 1% and 8%, respectively. These values
also agreed with experimental data in Abbott and Von Doenhoff (Ref. 23). The strong correlation
provided sufficient confidence in the model’s ability to accurately predict attached boundary layer
flows where XFOIL is known to perform well. A model with higher refinement had been even
closer to the XFOIL drag predictions, but the current deviation was deemed acceptable in order to
maintain a reasonable cell count.
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Figure 12. Pressure Distribution Comparison of Airfoil Model and XFOIL
(NACA 23012, Re=3x106, Ma = 0.2, AOA = 0 deg.)

Figure 13. Airfoil Model Comparison with XFOIL (NACA 23012, Re = 3x106, Ma = 0.2)
The purpose of the non-rotating model was to implement the grid of the optimized twodimensional airfoil into a three-dimensional model. A twist and taper distribution were used to
create a full blade. Then the grid was generated through extrapolating the C-type mesh along the
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span of the blade; this was done using the directed mesh tool within STAR-CCM+ to obtain a
structured three-dimensional mesh on the blade. The model was set up so as to allow for a
comparison with PSU-XTurb, Ref. 24, which was used to run a lifting-line theory simulation. This
was done by imposing a symmetry plane along the maximum chord to simulate a semi-span wing.
A process similar to the extrapolation of the C-type mesh was used for the background and
overset regions. Blade tip refinement methodology was also developed to capture the blade tip
vortices. The cell size along the span of the blade was adjusted to provide a blade tip first-cell
width close to the first cell height. This size was used for the blade tip volume control, and it was
then subsequently increased in the off-body region to provide a 1:1 cell volume ratio with the
background region at the overset boundary. The simulation uses RANS with SA turbulence closure
chosen to accurately model the steady, attached flow. The comparison with PSU-XTurb found the
lift to match within 1.5%. Figures 14-15 show the non-rotating model grid and pressure contours,
respectively.

Figure 14. Non-Rotating Model – Grid (Modified Blade Planform)
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Figure 15. Non-Rotating Model – Pressure Contours (Modified Blade Planform)
Mixing-Plane Approach
The next model incorporates the mixing-plane boundary type, which is common to
turbomachinery applications. The boundary is split into concentric rings, or bins, and the flow
passing through the boundary is averaged on each individual bin. This provides a circumferentially
averaged flow solution at the mixing-plane interface.
This proposed CFD approach provides three substantial benefits. The model approach
allows for (1) the solution in a rotating reference frame, (2) the use of periodic boundaries to reduce
grid size, and (3) averaging of the rotor wake at a location sufficiently below the rotor thus reducing
the demand for high wake refinement. The periodic boundary, which requires only one blade per
rotor to be modeled regardless of the number of blades on the rotor, provides a significant reduction
in the total cell count. This is because the blades are one of the regions demanding the most
computational cells. The ability to use a rotating reference frame is another time-saving aspect of
the present research. This is because the solution becomes a steady solution method, eliminating
the need for grid motion and temporal resolution. It will be shown that eliminating the timeaccurate aspect of the model is what dominates the computational savings in the present model.
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Lastly, the present model also alleviates the computational requirements for the rotor wake. For
hover, these are quite significant. The present approach eliminates the need to resolve a wake
dominated by tip vortices far below the rotor since the mixing-plane averages these vortices, and
the resulting wake becomes favorable to a coarse rotor-wake mesh, while retaining the rotor inflow
distribution to acceptable accuracy for preliminary design.
Figure 16 shows an example of the mixing-plane boundary in a turbomachinery
application. One blade on both the rotor and the stator are outlined with a periodic boundary,
signifying that they are the only blade of each respective stage being modeled. The mixing-plane
boundary can be seen coming straight down the middle of the diagram.

Figure 16. Illustration of Mixing-Plane Approach (Ref. 17)
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Mixing-Plane Single Rotor Model
This first mixing-plane model added in the complexities of a rotating reference frame, the
mixing-plane boundaries, wake refinement, and a periodic boundary. The modeled coaxial rotor
has two blades per rotor, which means that only one of the two blades is physically included in the
grid for the single rotor model as can be seen in Figure 17. The white space in the image represents
a void region, half of the cylindrical disk, where there are no grid cells. The periodic boundary
maps the flow solution from the modeled blade onto the other half of the region. The bold black
lines on the image represent the mixing-plane boundary interface. Figure 18 shows another image
of the grid including the blade, periodic boundary, and the lower mixing-plane boundary. Figure
19 shows velocity contours for the mixing-plane single rotor model. The blade tip vortices,
contraction of the wake, and root cut-out effects can all be observed.

Figure 17. Mixing-Plane Single Rotor Model – Grid
(Mixing-Plane Boundaries Outlined in Black)
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PB

MPB

Figure 18. Mixing-Plane Single Rotor Model – Periodic Boundary (PB)

Figure 19. Mixing-Plane Single Rotor Model - Velocity Contours on Periodic Boundary and
Lower Mixing- Plane (Mixing-Plane Boundaries Outlined in Black)
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Mixing-Plane Coaxial Rotor Model

The mixing-plane coaxial rotor model uses the same set up developed for the single rotor
model with the second rotor added 0.4 rotor diameters below the first one. The single rotor model
had a coarsened grid, since its purpose was only to develop the methodology. This coaxial model
re-introduced the refined grid parameters that had been found through the airfoil model and
subsequent grid resolution studies. Further grid resolution studies were carried out on this model
to determine the required refinement around the blade tips and in the rotor wake. The model uses
counterrotating reference frames with the mixing-plane in-between them. Figure 20 shows the
outlined mixing-plane boundaries. Figure 21 shows the velocity contours around the blades and in
the wake. The lower rotor can be seen as operating in the fully-developed contracted wake of the
upper rotor. Figure 22 shows pressure contours at the blade tip.

Figure 20. Mixing-Plane Coaxial Rotor Model – Grid
(Mixing-Plane Boundaries Outlined in Black)
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Figure 21. Mixing-Plane Coaxial Rotor Model - Velocity Contours on Periodic Boundary

Figure 22. Mixing-Plane Coaxial Rotor Model - Pressure Contours on Blade and
Spanwise Cut-plane (Cut-plane Boundary Outlined in Black)
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Time-Accurate Coaxial Rotor Model
In order to compare the proposed mixing-plane approach to conventional best practices, a
time-accurate coaxial rotor simulation was run. The grids are identical between the two models,
and the time-accurate model includes the two additional blades that were removed from the
mixing-plane model with the use of periodic boundaries. The final model has 31.9 million cells,
roughly twice as many as the mixing-plane model. Instead of mixing-planes, sliding-grid interfaces
are used within an unsteady time-accurate URANS solver using an SA turbulence model. The
model was run with two different physical time-step sizes of 1.5 degrees and 0.25 degrees that will
be referred to as the coarse and refined runs, respectively. Each time step had 20 sub-iterations in
order to decrease the residuals by at least two orders-of-magnitude per time step. Figure 23 shows
a cross-section of the grid through all four blades and their C-type meshes. Figure 24 shows an
isosurface of two rotor revolutions with a Q-criterion of 500 colored by the local velocity, which
shows the blade tip vortices being cleanly captured, convected downward, and contracting.

Figure 23. Time-Accurate Coaxial Rotor Model – Grid (Four Blades with C-type Grids Shown)
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Figure 24. Time-Accurate Coaxial Isosurface – Q-Criterion = 500 [1/s^2]
Flow After 2 Revolutions Shown
The results comparing the novel mixing-plane approach with the conventional timeaccurate approach are discussed first in a combined section, Chapter 3, for all results of the present
research. Before that, however, development of the second model type, which uses the bladeelement model approach as discussed previously, is presented.
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Chapter 3
Blade Modeled Approach: STAR-CCM+ & RotCFD Blade-Element Models
The chapter discusses a blade-modeled CFD approach in the form of a blade-element
model in both the STAR-CCM+ and RotCFD programs. This second set of models was developed
in an effort to better capture the true coaxial rotor performance in forward flight conditions. This
approach uses look-up tables for the airfoil performance in conjunction with a CFD resolved
inflow to locally impart momentum into the flow, thus representing the influence of the rotor. The
blade-element model presented combines the computational savings of the blade-modeled
approach with the improved accuracy, as compared to lower-order methods, of a time-accurate
RANS solution method in the domain to correctly capture the inflow, rotor-rotor interaction, and
wake. This allows for proper modeling of the loss-of-lift at the blade tips and the loss-of-lift on the
lower rotor due to its operation in the downwash of the upper rotor. The final model’s potential
capabilities will also be discussed.
First is the generation of the airfoil deck using MIT-XFOIL and C81 Generator, which is
a wrapper for ARC2D (Ref. 25). The details of these analysis tools are discussed when they are
implemented in their respective sections. A single rotor model was developed first in each
program, followed by the full coaxial rotor model. Figure 25 shows a road-map for the progression
of the blade-modeled approach. A comparison of the two models is discussed in Chapter 4.
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Figure 25. Blade-Modeled Approach: Progression of Blade-Element Method
Model Development in RotCFD and STAR-CCM+

Airfoil Deck Creation
This sub-section details the generation of the airfoil deck used in the blade-element models.
The airfoil deck, which includes lift coefficient, drag coefficient, and moment coefficient for the
angle-of-attack range was first generated using XFOIL in the same manner as discussed in the
airfoil model sub-section.
The same study was then conducted using the higher-order analysis C81 Generator tool.
This program provides a user-friendly GUI for the ARC2D CFD program. The program uses the
two-dimensional thin-layer Navier-Stokes solver with a structured airfoil fitted grid. The user
inputs Reynolds number, Mach number, and specifies the angle-of-attack range for the solver. The
authors decided to use a blunt TE with an O-grid, since this was believed to best simulate a
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production airfoil. The TE thickness was held constant for the last 2.5% of the chord, which gave
a thickness close to 0.25% of the chord, and it also followed the original camber line. Figure 26
shows the airfoil grid, including a far-field view, airfoil view, and TE view. A GRS, following the
approach used by Koning et al. (Ref. 26), was conducted to determine the appropriate grid density
and airfoil TE geometry. The approach uses a y+ value of 0.5, calculated using the design Mach
number of 0.2. The cell-density is then increased from the program’s baseline case, Grid 1, while
keeping the ratio of periodic cells to normal cells constant. Once the average deviation from one
refinement level to the next was less than 1%, the grid was determined to be sufficiently refined.
This gave a drag deviation from the previous grid that was within one drag count throughout the
linear range, which is the accuracy of the C81 Generator program’s output. Table 1 shows the grid
parameters from the GRS.

a.

b.

c.

Figure 26. C81 Generator Airfoil Fitted O-grid: a.) Far-Field View,
b.) Airfoil View, c.) Trailing Edge View
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Table 1. C81 Generator – Airfoil Grid Resolution Study
Grid Number

Periodic Cells

Normal Cells

y+

1

201

101

0.5

2

301

151

0.5

3

401

201

0.5

4

501

251

0.5

5

601

301

0.5

STAR-CCM+ Model
This sub-section describes the progression of the STAR-CCM+ blade-element model. First
was the single rotor model with hub, which takes the solidity of the coaxial rotor and places it all
on one single rotor. This was done so as to start with the simplest practical CFD model that would
then later be developed into its full complexity. The single and coaxial models use STAR-CCM+’s
built-in blade-element method. This approach solves the RANS equations with k-ω omega
turbulence. In this model, the user specifies the blade twist, chord, collective and cyclic control,
and airfoil deck. The user also has the ability to specify azimuthal flapping and coning, as well as
hinge offsets; however, the current coaxial non-articulated fixed-pitch rotors left many of the more
advanced options unused. A GRS was carried out to strike a balance between cell-count and
computational time, giving the final grid approximately 1.6 million cells. The rotor collective and
RPM were set in an iterative manner. First, the coaxial model’s RPM was trimmed with the design
tip-pitch held constant in order to provide the required thrust for a pre-determined 1g-hover. Then,
the single rotor’s collective was trimmed to achieve the same thrust at the same RPM. This allowed
for the ratio of thrust-coefficient to solidity, or CT/σ, to be the same between the two models,
which allows for a truly fair comparison of the figures of merit. Figures 27-28 show the single
rotor grid and hover downwash velocity, respectively.
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Figure 27. STAR-CCM+ Blade-Element Model Grid

Figure 28. STAR-CCM+ Single Rotor Velocity
The coaxial rotor model keeps everything identical to the single rotor model, with the
exception that the four blades are split into their respective upper and lower rotor positions. This
means that the same solidity of the single rotor is now spread across the upper and lower rotors.
The rotor-rotor separation was set to half of the rotor radius for the blade-element models. The
model is now setup for the final counter-rotating coaxial design. Figure 29 shows a velocity plot
of the rotor inflow and downwash in hover.
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Figure 29. STAR-CCM+ Coaxial Rotor Velocity

RotCFD Model
A nearly identical process was carried out using the RotCFD toolset to develop a second
blade-element model. This sub-section discusses the model development, the consistencies with
the STAR-CCM+ model, and the differences. This will allow for a fair discussion of results and
comparison of the two software approaches.
The RotCFD versions 401 and 402 were used in this work, specifically their RotUNS
package. RotUNS is the unstructured solver included with RotCFD. The 3D solver provides a
body-fitted meshing capability for accurate tessellation of 3D objects. Tetrahedral cells make up
the near-body region, with a Cartesian grid mesher everywhere else. RotUNS is also a RANS
solver with a realizable k-ϵ turbulence model.
The first RotCFD model developed was an isolated single rotor (i.e. without the hub). This
means that the grid is fully Cartesian, allowing for shorter run times. The rotor parameters were
kept the same as the STAR-CCM+ model in order to maintain the ability for a comparison of the
two solutions. This model excluded the hub to allow for a simple first cut at the problem, to develop
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the grid, and to later observe the hub’s impact on rotor performance. Figures 30-32 show two views
of the grid and a plot of the velocity.

Figure 30. RotCFD Isolated Rotor Grid

Figure 31. RotCFD Isolated Rotor Grid Wake Refinement
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Figure 32. RotCFD Isolated Rotor Velocity
The next model added the same hub geometry that was used in the STAR-CCM+ models,
but maintained the single rotor configuration. This allowed for a quantifiable comparison of the
representative hub’s impact on the rotor’s performance. A time-step of 0.001 seconds was used,
which achieved a Courant-Friedrichs-Lewy (CFL) number below 1. A subsequent GRS was
carried out to determine the cell density required for an accurate simulation, while keeping the run
time at about two hours on the workstation. The rotor collective and RPM were kept the same as
the STAR-CCM+ single rotor values, so as to have a truly identical model setup for comparison
of the two solution methods. Figures 33-34 show the single rotor’s grid and a plot of the model’s
velocity in hover, respectively. The blade tip pitch (BTP) is also defined on the plots, since this
was adjusted through the use of collective as described previously in the STAR-CCM+
Simulations section.
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Figure 33. RotCFD Single Rotor Grid

Figure 34. RotCFD Single Rotor Velocity, RPM = 600, BTP = 8.3 deg.
The creation of the coaxial model followed the same process as with the STAR-CCM+
model in that the only change was the division of the single rotor’s solidity amongst the upper and
lower counter-rotating pair. The rotor collective and RPM were set to the same values as the
STAR-CCM+ coaxial values, which was 7 degrees BTP and 600 RPM. Figure 35 shows a plot of
the coaxial rotor velocity. Figure 36 shows the lift coefficient versus blade radial position for both
the upper and lower rotors. The deviation in lift coefficient can be understood by closely observing
Figures 35 and 36 in unison. The lower rotor is seen operating in the wake of the upper rotor. From
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momentum theory, the vena-contracta is known to be roughly 70% of its original area. This means
that the inboard approximately 83% of the lower rotor is operating at a reduced angle-of-attack,
which explains the reduced lift coefficient when compared to the upper rotor over that portion of
the blade.

Figure 35. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor Velocity, RPM = 600, BTP = 7 deg.

Figure 36. Lift Coefficient vs Blade Radial Position
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Chapter 4
Results
The results are presented in the following order:
1.) Comparison of the blade-resolved mixing-plane model to the baseline time-accurate model.
2.) The blade-modeled comparison of the two blade-element models.
3.) RotCFD coaxial performance predictions.

Blade-Resolved Approach: Mixing-Plane Compared to Time-Accurate Model
Rotor performance metrics such as thrust, torque, and figure of merit (FM) have been
gathered from both the novel mixing-plane and conventional time-accurate approaches.
Information related to the computational models such as cell count and computational time have
also been tracked. Figure 37 shows the total coaxial rotor thrust, individual rotor torques, total cell
count, and computational time for the coarse time-accurate model (1.5-degree time-steps) versus
the mixing-plane model; Figure 38 shows the same information for the refined time-accurate
model (0.25-degree time-steps) versus the mixing-plane model. The cell count is plotted in
millions and the computational time, which is defined as the number of physical hours the
simulation was run multiplied by the number of cores, is plotted in thousands of hours. Tables 23 show the same information as Figures 37-38, respectively, along with additional parameters. The
percentages shown in the figures and in the tables are percent differences between the two
approaches, which is comparing the accuracy of the novel mixing-plane approach to the widely
accepted time-accurate solution method.
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Figure 37. Results for Coarse Time-Accurate Model (1.5 Degree Time-steps) vs.
Mixing-Plane Model

Figure 38. Results for Refined Time-Accurate Model (0.25 Degree Time-steps) vs.
Mixing-Plane Model
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Table 2. Results for Coarse Time-Accurate Model (1.5 Degree Time-steps) vs.
Mixing-Plane Model
Model Parameter

Time-Accurate Model Mixing-Plane Model Percent Difference

Thrust Both Rotors

154.7 N

152.2 N

-1.6 %

Thrust Upper Rotor

79.9 N

78.2 N

-2.1 %

Thrust Lower Rotor

74.9 N

74.0 N

-1.2 %

Figure of Merit

0.773

0.755

-2.3 %

Torque Upper Rotor

4.43 N-m

4.42 N-m

-0.2 %

Torque Lower Rotor

5.52 N-m

5.52 N-m

0.0 %

Physical Blades

4

2

-50.0 %

Cell Count

31.9 M

16.5 M

-48.3 %

28,480 hr.

343 hr.

-98.8 %

Computational Time

Table 3. Results for Refined Time-Accurate Model (0.25 Degree Time-steps) vs.
Mixing-Plane Model
Model Parameter

Time-Accurate Model Mixing-Plane Model Percent Difference

Thrust Both Rotors

153.6 N

152.2 N

-0.9 %

Thrust Upper Rotor

79.6 N

78.2 N

-1.8 %

Thrust Lower Rotor

74.0 N

74.0 N

0.0 %

Figure of Merit

0.767

0.755

-1.6 %

Torque Upper Rotor

4.45 N-m

4.42 N-m

-0.7 %

Torque Lower Rotor

5.48 N-m

5.52 N-m

0.7 %

Physical Blades

4

2

-50.0 %

Cell Count

31.9 M

16.5 M

-48.3 %

147,587 hr.

343 hr.

-99.8 %

Computational Time
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Blade-Modeled Approach: Comparison of Blade-Element Models
Rotor performance metrics such as thrust coefficient, power/torque coefficient, and FM
have been tabulated for both the single rotor model and coaxial rotor model for the two different
CFD programs. Table 4 shows the percent deviation for these metrics between the RotCFD and
STAR-CCM+ simulations. The largest deviation is observed to be less than three percent, showing
confidence in the validity of the hover simulations.
As for forward flight, Figures 39-40 show the total coaxial rotor thrust and power vs RPM
for both the STARCCM+ and RotCFD models at a forward flight design point of 12.5 mps flight
speed with a 15-degree forward shaft angle. An offset is observed in Figure 39 with the STARCCM+ predicted thrust consistently higher than that of the RotCFD model. Comparing these
predictions to theoretical calculations from Leishman, Ref. 27-28, and a conventional timeaccurate CFD simulation of the same coaxial rotor by Kinzel et al., Ref. 29, shows the RotCFD
blade-element model to closely predict the correct thrust in forward flight. The discrepancy
observed for current STAR-CCM+ results is the subject of further studies.

Table 4. Comparison of RotCFD and STAR-CCM+ Blade-Element Models
Software and Model

CT

CP

FM

RotCFD Single Rotor

0.016619 0.001969

0.769238

STAR-CCM+ Single Rotor

0.016467 0.001996

0.748497

Percent Difference Single Rotor Models

0.9%

-1.4%

2.8%

RotCFD Coaxial Rotor (1.3 M cells)

0.016233 0.001703

0.858842

STAR-CCM+ Coaxial Rotor (1.6 M cells)

0.016280 0.001676

0.876453

Percent Difference Coaxial Rotor Models

-0.3%

1.6%

-2.0%
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Figure 39. Thrust vs RPM Comparison for RotCFD and STAR-CCM+,
12.5 mps Forward Flight Speed, 15 deg. Forward Shaft Tilt

Figure 40. Power vs RPM Comparison of STAR-CCM+ and RotCFD,
12.5 mps Forward Flight Speed,15 deg. Forward Shaft Tilt

Blade-Modeled Approach: Performance Predictions of a Coaxial Rotor
Figures 41-43 plot the thrust, power, and FM of the RotCFD coaxial rotor model as a
function of RPM. The charts show the upper rotor values, the lower rotor values, and the total
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coaxial rotor values. The thrust and power are summarized in Table 5. Figures 44-45 show the
RotCFD thrust and power vs RPM at various axial climb speeds.

Figure 41. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor Thrust vs RPM in Hover

Figure 42. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor Power vs RPM in Hover
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Figure 43. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor FM vs RPM in Hover

Table 5. RotCFD Coaxial Hover RPM Sweep
RPM

Total Thrust (N)

Total Power (W)

200

29

46

400

118

363

600

266

1219

800

475

2913

1000

744

5698
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Figure 44. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor Thrust vs RPM in Axial Climb

Figure 45. RotCFD Coaxial Rotor Power vs RPM in Axial Climb
The RotCFD blade-element model was also used to analyze a motor-out condition. The
goal was to determine the RPM increase required in the event of a single motor failure to maintain
1-g hover. A baseline model, Figure 46, was created by simply removing the lower rotor, which
meant that the upper rotor had half the solidity of all the rotor models discussed up to this point.
The second model, Figure 47, had the lower rotor included, but it was held stationary as it would
be in a true lower rotor failure. Lastly in Figure 48, the upper rotor was held stationary while the
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lower rotor generated the thrust. The RPM in each case was trimmed with the rotor design’s BTP
of 7 degrees to achieve the thrust required for 1g-hover. An approximate 7% increase in RPM was
required with the addition of the stationary lower rotor when compared to the simplified removed
rotor model. Furthermore, the upper motor-out condition is observed to require less RPM than the
lower motor-out condition, which is due to the downloading experienced in the lower motor-out
case. It is noted that the most extreme case, a lower motor failure, requires a 34% increase in RPM
over the nominal coaxial case to maintain the 1-g hover thrust.

Figure 46. Motor-Out Simplified Condition, Upper Rotor 1g-Hover, RPM = 755, BTP = 7 deg.,
Lower Rotor Removed
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Figure 47. Motor-Out Condition, Upper Rotor 1g-Hover, RPM = 805, BTP = 7 deg.,
Lower Rotor Stationary

Figure 48. Motor-Out Condition, Lower Rotor 1-g Hover, RPM = 745, BTP = 7 deg.,
Upper Rotor Stationary
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Chapter 5
Summary and Future Work
The objectives of this thesis were to:
1.) Develop an efficient blade-resolved approach for multicopter analysis in hover.
2.) Create a blade-modeled approach for analysis of multicopter rotors in various flight conditions.
3.) Use the blade-modeled approach to analyze a coaxial rotor configuration.

Two CFD approaches for the efficient analysis of multicopter UAS have been studied. The
first, suitable for steady state hover, incorporates a novel blade-resolved approach using mixingplane boundaries that allow for the use of periodic boundaries, rotating reference frames, and a
steady RANS solver. Theoretical calculations were used in conjunction with grid-refinement
studies throughout the development of the model to optimize the grid parameters. This resulted in
a high-fidelity grid capable of capturing the relevant aspects of the rotor system.
The same grid parameters were used to create a conventional, state-of-the-art, timeaccurate model. It has roughly twice the number of cells since all four blades are resolved, as
opposed to just two with the periodic boundaries of the mixing-plane model. Results were
presented comparing the rotor performance between the conventional time-accurate model and the
novel mixing-plane approach. The time-accurate model was run once with coarse 1.5-degree timesteps and once with refined 0.25-degree time-steps. The results comparing the refined timeaccurate model with the mixing-plane model show the largest deviation of rotor performance
metrics to be the upper rotor thrust at 1.8%. The computational time to arrive at this result was
reduced by 99.8%. This is a 430 times reduction in computational time, or more than two ordersof-magnitude. In the present research, this meant getting the rotor performance data, matching
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within less than 2% of the state-of-the-art calculations, in two hours on 160 cores instead of more
than two and a half weeks on 320 of the same cores. Although there are applications where the
extra 2% fidelity is required, this approach provides a good solution for rapid configuration testing
and engineering design in a fraction of the time. Once a near-final design is closed in on, the
higher-fidelity tools can then be incorporated into the analysis if they are required. This also brings
a high-fidelity analysis tool within reach for those without large computational resources. Running
on a desktop computer with 16 or 32 cores, for example, would result in the same solution with a
still manageable run time.
Another benefit observed in the mixing-plane model is the largely reduced overall cell
count, which was a 48.3% reduction. This was realized through the use of periodic boundaries,
which the mixing-plane approach allows for even in a coaxial simulation. Mixing-plane
simulations were thus run on half the number of cores as compared to the time-accurate approach,
which also contributes to the time savings since there is less communication required between
nodes on the cluster.
A second CFD model was also developed, in order to analyze forward flight conditions in
addition to hover and axial flight, using a blade-modeled approach. Single rotor and coaxial rotor
models were simulated. Solutions for the rotor models from two independent CFD solvers, STARCCM+ and RotCFD, have been shown to agree within 3% for thrust coefficient, power coefficient,
and FM in the design hover case. The RotCFD coaxial rotor model, which also compared well
with theoretical calculations and a conventional state-of-the-art time-accurate model in forward
flight, has been used to analyze the current coaxial rotor design in edge-wise forward flight, axial
climb, and motor-out conditions.
This research has made progress towards its goal to create a set of efficient analysis tools
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for the optimization of multicopter UAS, and the insights gained can potentially increase design
capabilities for future multicopter aeronautical concepts. Future work exists in extending the
approach to forward flight. This would allow for the same efficient blade-resolved rotor
simulations in forward flight, and open the door for highly efficient coaxial and multicopter
analyses in the various flight conditions pertinent to vehicle design. Future research interests also
lie in furthering the development of efficient CFD methods as they pertain to the coupling of CFD
with computational structural dynamics, or CFD-CSD coupled simulations. This would involve
the tight coupling of blade-resolved CFD analysis with a CSD solver in order to accurately capture
the unsteady aeroelastic effects taking place due to deformation of the rotor blades.
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